


CITA Design is marine interior design 
company servicing clients world-wide through 
providing design for various types of vessels 
to the highest quality standards and owner’s 
satisfaction with quarter-century of marine 

experience.



CITA Design is a team of interior 
architects, architects and naval architects 

with high design skills and professional 
experience. Thereby enabling big 

multi-discipline projects to be executed 
timely and professional. 

Each project is assigned a carefully 
selected team of designers, headed by an 

experienced project manager. 
CITA Design cover all aspects required for 

a success project. Our strategy is to 
deliver creative designs that are both 

functional and unique. 
We are also experienced innovative 

designs which require on 
environmentally friendly and high 



Our design concept has been created 
depend on the idea which is humans are 

belong to nature.

DESIGN SAMPLES



CRUISE SHIP
DELUXE CABIN INTERIOR

DESIGN CONCEPT
We provide you an interior design which has natural light, 
clean and rational forms. We tried to create a plain and soft 
luxury ambiance.



NATURAL

SUIT CABIN
Havila Kystruten Cruise Ship  

The vertical angled forms that used provide a 
rational and plain use. Soft transiti on and warm 
tones are used in the interior. The materials used 
in the space alsa contain natural material or pastel 
color scale. The areas to be highlighted are de-
signed to be detached from the rest of the space 
and form an organization within itself. it is intend-
ed that people remain connected to both the sea 
view and natural light within the ship. in order to 
allow natural light to be absorbed into the space 
as much as possible, reflective bright surfaces 







BEDROOM
The room has a simple and elegant design with decorative panel applicationsThe room has a simple and elegant design with decorative panel applications  
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MODERN

MODERN CRAB CATCHING SHIP
C3PK - RUSSIAN FHISING VESSEL

In the project, it is aimed to make the users feel at 
home. The user is returned to nature on long-term 
cruises with blue and green colors. It is intended 
that the user does not feel disconnected from the 
land with the natural material and solar sconces.
are used apart from wide window openings. 
Wipeable and cleanable products have been 
designed with nano technological fabrics and a 
warm home environment has been achieved.









DAYROOM
We added the design with contrasting colors.
Total weight is minimized by using honeycomb furniture.





CAPTAIN ROOM
We increased the functionality of the room by using versatile modular furniture.







COLORS

MODERN FISHING TRAWLERS
JFK - Norwegian Vessel

On fishing vessels, it’s important that not
only serve the purpose of creating a cohesive
interior but also every detail has been
specially considered for user comfort. Crew
are spending more and more time day by
day inside on ship, it is important to ensure
that these spaces are safe and healthy environ-
ments, especially indoor areas designed
for their comfort.







MESSROOM
Dynamic dining area is provided to the users by using vivid colors.





CAPTAIN ROOM
It is aimed that the user can rest better by using soft colors in the room.
The room using technological accessories,  has been made more functional.







CORRIDOR
The corridor has become a more lively place with decorative accessories.
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Thank you 


